CLIL- ART

“Painting is but another word for
feeling”
W. Turner
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-W-GKL9Se0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fmxOUIddBm0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RxabLA7UQ9k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RxabLA7UQ9k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yeaCjyxrgGY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q8ir8rVl2Z4
BRAINSTORMING: FEELINGS

Wanderer above the sea of fog
Friedrich painted Wanderer above the sea of
fog in 1818, using oil paints on canvas.
Caspar David Friedrich was born in Germany in
1774. His mother died when he was only
seven, and his father brought him up to be
very religious.
After studying art, Friedrich moved to
Dresden, in northern Germany. Many of his
landscapes were inspired by the woods, hills,
and ruined abbey buildings near Dresden. He
died in 1840.
This painting and his author are considered
Romantic icons. Romanticism was an artistic,
literary and intellectual movement that
originated in Europe at the end of the 18th
century and in most areas it was at its peak in
the approximate period from 1800 to 1850. Romanticism was characterized by its
emphasis on emotions, the beauty of nature, glorification of the past and of
childhood.
This mountain scene shows rocky crags and peaks rising dramatically out of the mist.
The focus of the picture is a solitary figure standing with his back to us.
The wanderer’s face is hidden, making viewers wonder about his reaction about the
stunning scenery in front of him. What is he thinking about? Is he stunned by
beauty? Is he frightened by the sublime nature? We don’t know it. He seems to be
struck with awe. His dark, upright figure forms a contrast with the misty peaks and
distant horizon.

DESCRIBING PAINTINGS AND PICTURES/PHOTOS
1. Introduction

2. Description

3. Who is doing what?

PAINTINGS
PICTURES/PHOTOS
• The photo/picture
• It portrays…
shows ...
• it depicts…
• It was taken by/in ...
• it represents a
scene of/ a scene in
which…
• It was painted
by…in…
• In the foreground/background there is ...
• In the middle/centre there is ...
• At the top/At the bottom there is ...
• On the left/right there is ...
• Behind…/In front of../ next to…/ there is…
Here you describe the people in the picture or the
scene in the painting. Use the Present Continuous
tense.

4. Use of colour

The artist uses/ chooses
It's a black-and
hot/cold/bright/dull/vivid
white/coloured photo.
/dark colours to convey/
to express…
5. What I think about the
• Maybe ...
painting/picture
• I think ...
• It might be a symbol of ...
• The atmosphere is peaceful/depressing ...
• I (don't) like the picture because ...
• It makes me think of ...
6. Impressions and
feelings

• The picture makes the viewer feel ... (sad/happy)
because…
• The picture inspires the viewer to think about ...

